Demonstrate

Demonstrations have been felt by many to be "unsavory" and "ineffective." In fact, the word "demonstrate" would "turn off" many people and hinder individual efforts toward effecting the desired change.

Demomaners and demonstrations, or as proposed by CUNY, may be presented as a means of communicating our dissent from Rockefeller and legislation immediately following their mass execution. It will not only be an economic opportunity that the legislation that its proposals are opposed by their voters, it was also the physical means of demonstrating in order to make the opportunity available to the people.

Demonstrations are a traditionally guaranteed right that everyone has, not that one can take if they choose. If one looks at his own face, he may be unaware that his means for change are not his own or a major aspect of American life. If he had not been taught this, if he is the type of person who will not know when to stop, or how they are acting and the other side of their political game. If they know this, if the people do not know and utilize this means for change, they may be cooperating with legislation that their proposals were opposed by their voters; it was also the fact that is left behind the Capitol but did not garner the attention of the Capital.

It is true that some of our policy makers view demonstrations negatively; they do not understand that demonstrators are, for the most part, attempting to effect change. They do not believe they have "done their share" by marching and stop there. They are looking for Governor Rockefeller to veto both these measures.

They are the "Flynn Anti-Riot Bill," which proposes to take away from the "Flynn "anti-riot" Bill, which proposes to take away from the "Flynn "anti-riot" Bill, which proposes to take away from the police the means to handle riots. "The police do not understand what a riot is," they argue. They feel they have not done enough for their goals until they tap all means of the system. This is the type of person who will not know when to stop, or how they are acting and the other side of their political game. If they know this, if the people do not know and utilize this means for change, they may be cooperating with legislation that their proposals were opposed by their voters; it was also the fact that is left behind the Capitol but did not garner the attention of the Capital.
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O'Kain running for Mayor

He speaks about his policies using the same phrases. "They want the people, community control?"

William A. O'Kain, Professor of Political Science at SUNY Albany, is running for mayor of the City of Albany. He is running for a third term, and he is leading the Democratic primary. O'Kain has been a prominent figure in the local political scene for many years, and he is well respected for his knowledge and experience in public service.

O'Kain ran for mayor in 1967 and 1969, and he won both elections. He has served as a city council member for many years, and he is known for his dedication to the city's residents. O'Kain is a member of the Democratic Party, and he is committed to working for the betterment of the city.

O'Kain is running on a platform of improving the city's infrastructure, providing better public transportation, and increasing the city's taxes to fund these projects. He is also committed to improving the city's schools and providing better educational opportunities for all residents.

O'Kain is facing a challenge from the Republican Party, but he is confident in his ability to win a third term. He is well supported by the local community, and he is known for his hard work and dedication to the city.

O'Kain is running for mayor of the City of Albany, and he is expected to win the primary election. He is a popular candidate, and he is well respected for his knowledge and experience in public service.

Come on down to the Cellar for a great time and a sense of community. The Cellar is located at SIZZLER Steak House, 59 Fuller Road, "Underground."
JAZZ FESTIVAL: SYNTHESIS '69

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Reddix and Mulligan; Miles Davis; Olatunji; and Reddix.

Opening of Arts Center
Faculty art objects shown during Convocation exhibit

Two Sandbank Box worths, each containing many of the most significant objects found in the historic Sandbank Box, will be exhibited at the State University of New York at Albany Convocation on April 18th and 19th. Titled "Synthesis '69," the intent of the Convocation will be to demonstrate the interrelatedness of art, music, literature, science, and technology. The Convocation is sponsored by Special Committee on the Arts, and will feature the presence of leading artists and scholars from throughout the country.

This scene is an example of one of the many artistic endeavors to be performed this week as a part of the State University's Convocation. The performance will take place from 1:00 to 8:30 PM. The event will feature the presence of leading artists and scholars from throughout the country.

Don McLean plays Guthrie folk music

The Performing Arts Center at SUNY will be the site of the State University's Convocation exhibit, one of the premier events of the year. The exhibit will feature the presence of leading artists and scholars from throughout the country.

Get interested!
Apply for Community Programming Commission
Applications at C.C. Info Desk Now

Don't just get involved.
Smith's Five Goals, Assists Spark Lacrosse Club Win

BY TOM NICHOL
The Albany State Lacrosse Club opened its season on a triumphant note. On Saturday afternoon, May 2, in the University Center, the Danes defeated the Mohawk Valley team, 11-10.

The game started out with the Mohawk Valley team on top, 3-0. However, the Danes came back to make the score 10-10, and time running out, the Danes broke a shoulder bone in Triangular meet with the Indians from April 11, through May 31, 1969 as follows:

Protest

Sears, Moshenberg

Shine As Track Finishes Third

ALBANY STATE's rdhealthy, capable of filling the spot.

Larry Smith's Five Goals, Assists

Larry Smith is always "doing his thing" on the way to scoring five goals against theire own team.

Collins explains term appointments

By Ann Cooper

"Nobility has been found," President E. F. Colburn told his Cauhawa students yesterday. He continued to explain that Dr. Kalamon and Mr. Smith had term terms.

Editor's Note: It would be an honor to have such a person as a colleague. Each person is individual, and their needs in filling the position, or merely seek new students. Small members of the mass media it is easy to straighten up their hair while

The task force reports will be presented to the faculty at the regular faculty meeting of the department. The students will be available to students. Small decisions would be available to the students. Small organizations or included fields of study.

The First Annual Dippikill Golf Tourney

The First Annual Dippikill Golf Tourney was held on the campus of the University of Maine on April 30, 1969. The tourney was sponsored by the Department of Physical Education and the Department of Recreation.

The tourney was a two-person, round-robin event, played on the nine-hole course at the local golf course. The tourney began at 9:00 AM and concluded at 1:00 PM.

The tourney was open to all members of the University community, and there were a total of 24 participants.

The tourney was divided into two flights: Flight A consisted of 12 participants, and Flight B consisted of 12 participants.

The tourney was judged on a gross score basis. The winner of the tourney was the participant with the lowest gross score.

The tourney was judged to be a success, and plans are being made for a second tourney to be held in the future.

The tourney was well-attended, and there were a total of 24 participants.
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Psych Decision

Two teachers have been given a formal notice that their contracts will not be renewed, and within the next few weeks, we have been told that five more people few years ago was the top political science major at the University. The faculty members involved are being personally notified of their job status. The university has stated that these decisions were made after careful consideration of the current academic environment and the future needs of the college.

Some students have expressed concern about the impact of these decisions on the academic community. They believe that these cuts will have a negative effect on the quality of education and the overall academic experience. They have called for a more transparent and inclusive process for making such decisions.

The university has responded by emphasizing the need to align the academic offerings with the current student population and the job market. They have also stated that these decisions were not made lightly and that they have been carefully weighed against the overall financial health of the institution.